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CFS
CFS has been specially designed for companies dealing in vehicle sales financing. However, the system is very generic and can be easily tailored for other types of business financing. E.g. A Company
selling electronics on installments basis can use the system with minor or no modifications. The system can even be used as a normal loan management system to keep you ahead of your competitors
as it provides you with the right information at the right time. CFS will prevent making wrong decision
of giving loans to blacklisted clients.
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On-line Approval with
Integrated e-mail and Workflow
Users responsible for reviewing and approving or rejecting loan applications can now do
it online with CFS. The system comes with an
integrated e-mail system which alerts the users
when any action is required from their side. By
double-clicking on the email message, the system automatically opens the appropriate window giving the user access to all the required
information, including the scanned documents.

Customer Database with Active
/Blacklisted Customer List
CFS keeps a comprehensive customer database. Customer can be marked as normal or
blacklisted customers. Such list can be imported
from external agencies (such as credit bureaus)
which provide this data. The system rejects
any loan applications from blacklisted customers thereby reducing credit risks associated with
financing such customers.

Automated Early-Settlement,
Rescheduling, Transfers and
Reporting

By using Rule-78 as its foundation, all transactions such as early-settlement, rescheduling etc.
are automated. User only has to select the date
of the transaction and the system determines
the amount collectable from the customer.
Besides ensuring that the correct amount is collected from the customer, the system also allows you to view additional discount that may
be possible. The system prevents you from
giving discount greater than the maximum possible. This ensures that the system will not be
abused.
CFS comes with many reports. All reports can
be exported to MS-Excel®, dBase, text files etc.
for further analysis and manipulation. The report
function also allows the reports to be previewed
on the screen and can be zoomed and formatted before printing. This flexibility means that
the user need not print all the reports on paper.
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Document-Imaging Enabled

All relevant documents of the customer can be
scanned and stored in the system. This gives
an on-line access to view and print the documents when required. Another advantage is
that when the customer comes for a repeat
business operation, most of the documents are
already available.
Storing scanned documents is not going to create load on CFS, nor is it going to inflate or slow
down the system. CFS maintains short cuts to
the physical location of the scanned documents.
The physical location of these documents could
be a different location on the computer hard
disk, or a totally different computer or server or
disk storage device.

Bill-Collector Module

CFS has an excellent bill-collector module designed for clients who need to manage bill collectors and the collections generated by them
and ultimately compute their monthly commissions. Using a wizard-style interface, the system guides the users to create monthly targets
for bill-collectors. Once targets are generated,
the system generates a bill collector-wise report
giving details of each customer and the amount
to be collected. Receipts entered during the
period are automatically assigned to the appropriate bill-collector. At the end of the month, a
summary is printed giving each bill-collector targets, amounts collected and the percentage of
target achieved. What makes the bill-collector
module unique is the way in which it allocates
customers to different bill-collectors. Based on
an intelligent routine, the system plays fair and
distributes equal number of normal & defaulter
customers among various bill-collectors.

Features

MORE

• Integration with other Systems

CFS can generate all the required journal vouchers to match a client’s financial system and transfer the journal vouchers automatically for posting. JV’s will be generated
for new invoices, receipts, early settlements, rescheduling, fines, legal charges etc. This greatly reduces chances of errors.

• Integrated Rule-78

When a new installment schedule is generated, the interest component of the loan is split over all the installments using Rule-78 by integrating this data inside the
installments transactions such as early settlement, rescheduling etc.

• Post-Dated conversion module

Post-dated cheque (PDC) management can become very complicated if you are dealing with a large number of customers who generally pay their installments by giving
PDC’s during the loan application. CFS assists you with its PDC module to reduce this tedious job.

